Introduction

A total of 15% to 30% of colorectal cancers (CRC) are considered familial, defined as a positive family history of cancer in one or more first degree relatives (1). Lynch syndrome (LS) accounts for 2% to 6% of all cases of CRC (2-6). In 2014, there are 136,830 new cases of CRC diagnosed in the United States (7), therefore, as many as 8,210 of those cancers could be in patients with LS.

The majority of LS associated tumors demonstrate microsatellite instability (MSI), indicating a malfunction of the DNA mismatch repair (MMR) mechanism. In most LS kindreds, a germline mutation in one of four MMR genes (MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, or PMS2) has been detected. The genotypes MLH1 and MSH2 account for approximately 50% and 40% of the germline mutations, respectively. MSH6 represents approximately 10% of the germline mutations, while PMS2 accounts for a much smaller fraction of cases (8).

The MMR defects are inherited in autosomal dominant fashion. Thus, half of LS kindred members will be carriers of a mutation that predisposes them to early onset cancers. LS mutation carriers have been estimated to carry lifetime risks of colorectal and endometrial cancers as high as 82% and 60%, respectively. Increased risks of extracolonic and non-endometrial cancers in decreasing order of frequency are urinary tract (8.4%), ovaries (6.7%), stomach (5.8%, higher incidence in Asian countries such as Korea and Japan), small bowel (4.3%), hepatobiliary-pancreatic tumors (4.1%), and brain (2.1%) (9).
Expanded tumor spectrum

Recently, MSI has been identified in breast, bladder and prostate cancers in patients with LS (10,11). Bladder cancer is a recent addition to LS since 2010 (12-14). In a current study on LS tumor spectrum, we have shown an increased lifetime risk of urinary tract cancers (UTC), specifically urothelial cancers inclusive of renal pelvis, ureter and bladder, 13.4% in MSH2 germline mutation carriers versus 1.5% in MLH1 carriers (15). Exclusive bladder cancer risk (up to age 70) in MSH2 men is 7.5 % vs. 1% for MSH2 women (12).

Per national SEERS data, the lifetime risk of both men and women developing bladder cancer at some point in their life is 2.4%, which in turn is estimated to be 4.5% (n=74,000) of all new cancer cases for 2014 (16). Thus due to the addition of bladder as a Lynch tumor, UTC is currently considered the 3rd most common malignancy in LS mutation carriers, particularly MSH2 males, henceforth surveillance strategies for urothelial cancers should be strongly considered in this subgroup. Other rare extracolonic cancers, such as sarcomas and adrenal carcinoma, have also been observed in certain LS families (17,18). As more DNA research of tumors is performed, the overall tumor spectrum in LS is predicted to expand.

Universal testing of all patients with CRC

Patients with potential LS may now be initially screened and identified by testing their cancer specimens for MSI and utilizing immunohistochemistry (IHC) (7,19). Family history can further identify these patients as suspected members of a LS family who could benefit from genetic testing. The Amsterdam II and revised Bethesda clinical criteria have been created to identify kindred members at risk for LS (20), especially those with strong family history for colorectal and endometrial cancers. However, recent studies have argued for universal testing of all CRC patients for MSI regardless of family history, and have even demonstrated cost-effectiveness (2,21,22).

Currently no clinical criteria is highly effective in identifying LS patients presenting with extracolonic cancers only in the absence of CRC. By not including these patients perhaps for MSI testing of their cancer specimens, the effectiveness in identifying LS families is greatly diminished. Our recently published study shows that this is especially true in MSH2 kindreds who have an excess of extracolonic cancer only manifestation without CRC (32%) (Figure 1) (15). Thus, the application of MSI and MMR-IHC specimen testing in potential LS cancer patients based on family history is likely to expand.

Surgical strategy for LS colon cancer

Due to the increased cumulative risk for metachronous colon cancers versus the general population (2% per year vs. 0.3% per year) over the first 10 years post-op and beyond, a subtotal colectomy with ileorectal anastomosis (IRA) is the preferred surgical option for LS colon cancer, and for large premalignant polyps that cannot be managed with complete endoscopic removal of the polyps (23). This recommendation is based on data from several retrospective studies that have demonstrated when compared to subtotal colectomy, patients who undergo segmental resection of the colon are at higher risk for developing metachronous CRC.

Figure 1 Variations in phenotypic cancer expression between MSH2 and MLH1 kindreds. *, P=0.0096.
Since the late 1990’s the genetic abnormalities, microsatellite instability-high (MSI-H) or mismatch repair-deficient (MMRd), has shown prognostic importance in both node negative (Stage II) and node positive (Stage III) colon cancer. Patients with MSI-H/MMRd have a more favorable prognosis, stage for stage, when compared to microsatellite instability low (MSI-L), microsatellite stable (MSS) or mismatch repair proficient (MMRp) patients.

In 2003, Ribic has demonstrated the prognostic effects of MSI status on available colon cancer tissue samples from five randomized controlled trials (RCT) in patients undergoing adjuvant chemotherapy protocols, that were initiated in the late 1970’s to the late 1980’s (29). The majority of these chemotherapy trials are assessing 5-Fluorouracil (5-FU) plus/minus non-chemotherapeutic agent versus no chemotherapy. Of the 1,952 patient tumor samples randomized within these trials, 570 are analyzed for MSI and 95 patient samples (16.7%) are MSI-H. This study shows that MSI-H patients who did not receive any chemotherapy actually demonstrated remarkably better prognosis (HR for death 0.31) than those MSI-H patients who did receive chemotherapy, which affirmed the results of earlier nonrandomized retrospective studies. This improvement in prognosis also persists in subset analysis by stage of colon cancer. However, LS patients make up a minority of the MSI-H/MMRd colon cancer specimens since the majority of these are somatic mutations caused by the epigenetic inactivation/hypermethylation of the MLH1 gene.

On the contrary, in MSI-L/MSS patients, use of adjuvant chemotherapy does correlate with significant improvement in overall and disease free survival, when compared to MSI-L/MSS patients who did not receive chemotherapy. In fact, the prognosis of the combined MSI-L/MSS chemotherapy treated patients are no different from the prognosis shown by untreated patients with the MSI-II/MMRd genetic status. Accordingly, MSI-H chemotherapy patients actually display detrimental effect of chemotherapy as a group and also when subset analyzed for stage of colon cancer (Stage II HR for death 3.28 and for Stage III HR 1.42). These results have been reconfirmed by Sargent in 2010 (30), using tissue samples from different patients of the RCTs that Ribic previously drew from as well as from the Intergroup 0035 RCT. These studies have thus led to an assumption that 5-FU therapies are likely not beneficial, but could even be harmful when used in MSI-H/MMRd colon cancer patients.

Sinicrope in 2011 explores not only the effect of MMRd status on overall prognosis and the response to adjuvant chemotherapy but also attempts to differentiate results by...
categorizing patients as likely LS germline mutations versus likely somatic mutations (31). The patients are categorized as likely germline mutations if they showed loss of MSH2/MLH1 expression on the tumor specimen or are MSI-H and 55 years old or younger. None of these patients are BRAF gene mutated. Patients are categorized as sporadic, likely somatic mutations if they showed MSI-H on the tumor specimen or loss of MSH2/MLH1 and are over age 55. To clarify, many of the tumor samples are from the same trials quoted in the previous studies but this study also includes trials involving immunotherapy, portal vein infusion therapy, and multiagent chemotherapy.

In contradistinction to Ribic and Sargent’s findings, patients with MMRd, when treated with adjuvant 5-FU based regimens, show a benefit for Stage III colon cancer when compared with MMRd patients not treated. More importantly, when patients are categorized as ‘likely germline mutations’ (LS) and ‘likely somatic mutations’ and then compared in subset analysis, it appears that only patients with likely germline mutations (LS) benefited from adjuvant 5-FU therapy. Overall, this study shows that 5-FU based regimens could be beneficial in a specific subset of patients with MSI-H/MMRd tumor specimens if they have corresponding germline mutations (LS).

Sinicrope and colleagues as well as all other studies on this subject, are limited by their retrospective analysis, because patients are not prospectively randomized to chemotherapy versus no chemotherapy based on their MMR/MSI status. Furthermore, these papers involve small to moderate numbers of patients, which greatly affect whether or not this data shall be considered applicable at all to clinical practice involving LS patients. Additionally, no long-term outcomes from RCT of oxaliplatin (OX) or irinotecan based adjuvant chemotherapy have been analyzed to date for prognosis based on MSI-H/MMRd status. Furthermore, the majority of sporadic colon cancer patients are not MSI-H/MMRd. Considering these issues, it will be prudent currently to ignore the MSI-H/MMRd and LS status when considering adjuvant OX based chemotherapy, until enough non-5-FU based chemotherapy data on MSI-H tumors is collected to form a more concrete evidence based conclusion.

Lastly, the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) colon cancer guidelines published on October 2014 (32) base their viewpoints primarily on the work of Ribic and Sargent, suggesting that MSI-H/MMRd and LS status be considered when assessing a patient for 5-FU based adjuvant chemotherapy alone. It further recommends that adjuvant 5-FU therapy be avoided in MSI-H/MMRd patients with Stage II colon cancer. However, the authors of this paper recommend that the literature data should be reevaluated and that Sinicrope’s study, which showed that 5-FU adjuvant therapy is effective under a subset population analysis for MSI-H tumors, should also be taken into serious consideration when counseling LS patients with resected stage III colon cancer for adjuvant chemotherapy.

In summary, new research on LS has revealed a larger spectrum of cancers inclusive of prostate, breast, and even bladder cancers. Due to the inheritability of this dominant gene, testing for LS is highly recommended in patients with significant family history of colorectal and endometrial cancers; however broader clinical screening techniques are needed to account for the expanded tumor spectrum in LS to better identify patients at risk in order to implement early cancer screening, such as UTC screening for MSH2 carriers. Currently, universal testing of all colon cancer patients for MSI/MMR tumor status is encouraged, as a precursor to genetic testing for LS, which would for example lead to selection of individuals most likely to benefit from 5-FU based adjuvant chemotherapy especially for Stage III colon cancer. Clinical data also reveals that more extensive colectomy reduces the risk of developing metachronous colon cancers in non-elderly patients with LS. Thus, LS patients even after colorectal resections, require strict surveillance endoscopy every 1-2 years to detect for metachronous CRC. Finally, with increased clinician awareness and improved identification of LS patients, the surgical and adjuvant treatment options for their cancers such as colon cancer can be optimized and tailored for their survival benefit based on research data.
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